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Risk, Complexity and ICTEdward Elgar Publishing, 2007
This book explores the challenges   regarding risks and risk management related to the growing complexity of   ICT solutions. 

The main argument of the book is that the complexity   of ICT solutions has continued to grow throughout the history of ICT, and   that it has now reached a level that goes beyond our current understanding   of...
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Inside Ole (Microsoft Programming Series)Microsoft Press, 1995
In writing this book, I assumed that readers are familiar with the Windows API (primarily the Win32 API) because OLE itself, unlike Win32, is not a technology for writing a complete application (although you could build one out of OLE components). I don't describe how to use Windows API functions, nor do I describe any of the intricate details of...
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SQL Server 2005 Reporting EssentialsO'Reilly, 2006
SQL Server 2005 Reporting Services lets you create, manage, and deliver a variety of report types that contain data from relational and multidimensional data sources as well as any data source that has a .NET Framework managed data provider, an OLE DB data provider, or an ODBC provider.

You can create...
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Microsoft Access 2010 VBA Programming Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2011

	Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) is an exceptional programming language and
	environment. The language has grown out of a need to have a programming language that
	would allow more business-focused individuals to write programs, but equally support the
	programming features that developers look for in a product. The...
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Mfc Black BookCoriolis Group Books, 1997
Are you an MFC programmer? Good. There are two types of MFC
programmers. What kind are you? The first kind are the good programmers
who write programs that conform to the way MFC wants you to do things. The
second bunch are wild-eyed anarchists who insist on getting things done their
way. Me, I’m in the second group. If...
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Microsoft Ole Db 2.0 Programmer's Reference and Data Access Sdk (Microsoft Professional Editions)Microsoft Press, 1998
rogrammers understand how to build business applications that exploit all the organization's information resources-in whatever form and from wherever they reside in the enterprise-with Microsoft's powerful OLE DB 2.0 technology. This kit packages complete information and tools to create universal data access for all Windows(r)- and Windows...
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Fast Track Visual C++(r) 6.0 ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
Get up to speed with the latest version of Visual C++. What makes Fast Track the C++ guide of choice is leading expert Steve Holzner's practical approach to learning by example. Cutting right to the core of issues crucial to programmers, this book begins with a brief refresher course and then moves quickly onto the skills that really count:...
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From Object-Orientation to Formal Methods: Essays in Memory of Ole-Johan Dahl (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2004
This book is dedicated to the memory of Ole-Johan Dahl who passed away in June 2002 at the age of 70, shortly after he had received, together with his colleague Kristen Nygaard, the ACM Alan M. Turing Award:
"For ideas fundamental to the emergence of object-oriented programming, through their design of the programming languages Simula I...
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DB2 Information Integrator And Websphere Portal Server: A Synergistic Solution (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
Portals provide users with a single point of access to multiple types of information and applications through a Web interface. IBM WebSphere Portal for Multiplatforms is one of the industries’ most comprehensive portal offerings. It contains a wide range of portal technologies that help you develop and maintain B2C, B2B, and B2E portals....
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Understanding .NET: A Tutorial and AnalysisAddison Wesley, 2002
Microsoft's .NET is a collection of new technologies that are revolutionizing Windows-based software development. A major theme of .NET is the idea of Web services, allowing software to communicate directly with other software using Internet technologies. The .NET Framework and Visual Studio.NET, two more core aspects of this initiative, provide...
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Sas 9.1 Companion For Windows: BooksSams Publishing, 2004
Every SAS Windows user will benefit from this companion! This companion describes aspects of the SAS interface and the SAS language that are specific to the Microsoft Windows NT, Windows 2000, and Windows XP environments. You will learn how to configure and customize your SAS session to accommodate the way you like to work, manage SAS libraries and...
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Beginning ASP DatabasesWrox Press, 1999
As a tutorial, Beginning ASP Databases offers an entry point to one of the most crucial aspects of Microsoft-oriented Web development--database integration with Active Server Pages. In Beginning ASP Databases, a trio of authors covers the basics of working with databases from ASP--especially using ActiveX Database Objects (ADO)....
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